
On Dec. 7, 2002, Lyndon LaRouche addressed a town oligarchy. The state became a mere tax collector for that oli-
garchy.meeting in Los Angeles, outlining his “Super-TVA” pro-

posal. Central to this program is the repeal of the deregulation
and related statutes; and the generation of Federal credit, to be The ‘Tutti Fruti Cabinet’

The Lula government continues to be trapped in this worlddirected, by the states, into necessary infrastructure projects
which will provide jobs and increase revenues to the states of globalization, trying to satisfy its two great underlying

tendencies. On the one hand, the government reaffirmed itsand to the private sector—the whole project modelled on the
successful anti-Depression programs, such as the Tennessee commitment to the austerity policies of the International

Monetary Fund, naming as Finance Minister the former Trots-Valley Authority (TVA) initiated by President Franklin Roo-
sevelt. kyist Antonio Palocci, who now shows a neo-liberal bent;

and as president of the Central Bank Henrique Meirelles, theThis approach got the United States out of the last Depres-
sion. It is the only approach which will work today. former president of the Bank of Boston internationally.

On the other hand, obeisance is also given to the forces ofLaRouche’s “ light cavalry,” his Youth Movement, has made
repeated forays into the state capital, Sacramento, to bring the World Social Forum, an amalgam of non-governmental

organizations (NGOs) which, despite their Jacobinism andthis message to the elected officials, who have the power to
reverse this crisis, telling them they must overcome their fears anti-globalization rhetoric, nonetheless respect the anti-sov-

ereignty rules imposed by globalization against the nation-and give up their denial; there is no option but LaRouche’s so-
lution. state, merely attaching the label “globalization with solidar-

ity.” These are the same forces that come together in the
São Paulo Forum, created in 1990 by Lula’s Workers Party
(PT) and by the Cuban Communist Party, to assemble the
diverse forces of the left after the fall of the Berlin Wall,
and to prevent the isolation of the Castro regime. This latterBrazil’s Lula Tries
sector is represented in the new Cabinet by Sen. Marina da
Silva, champion of the international NGOs, named to headTo Live in Two Worlds
the Environment Ministry; by Miguel Rosetto, a close ally
of the radical Landless Workers Movement (MST) andby Silvia Palacios and Lorenzo Carrasco
leader of the international organization Via Campesina
(“Peasants Way” , named Minister of Agrarian Development;

Forming President Luiz Inácio Lula da Silva’s government, and former Rio Grande do Sul Gov. Olivio Dutra, leader of
the most radical factions of the PT, named to head theby trying to please Greeks and Trojans alike, has led to what

might be dubbed a “ tutti fruti Cabinet,” with representation of Ministry of Urban Affairs.
Another set of nominations falls between these two ex-every political flavor imaginable. Here, just as in his inaugural

address, can be seen the different universes in which the new tremes. This is the case, for example, with the former Mayor
of Pôrto Alegre, Tasso Genro, who will head a new govern-Brazilian government seeks to simultaneously exist, above

all in the astonishing omission of any reference to the world ment agency, the Ministry of Economic and Social Devel-
opment.systemic crisis, thus conveying the absurd fantasy that it were

possible to resolve Brazil’s grave social and economic prob- This governmental set-up is being handled by President
Lula’s domestic Cabinet, primarily centered in the all-power-lems without altering its relationship of servitude to the disin-

tegrating International Monetary Fund (IMF) financial ful José Dirceu, who heads the Civil Cabinet of the Presi-
dency, which is a Cabinet post, and José Genoino, presidentsystem.

The make-up of Lula’s Cabinet has received great interna- of the PT. It is also worth taking note of the importance of the
leading figure of Liberation Theology in Brazil, Frei Betto—tional attention, because it was considered a key indicator of

what Brazil intends to do with regard to its astronomical for- spiritual adviser to President Lula—who was officially
named a part of the President’s advisory team.eign debt, the largest in the developing sector (EIR’s estimate

places the real foreign debt at $500 billion). The central paradox faced by the new government derives
from the fact that a change of economic policy which respondsLula’s overwhelming election victory in October 2002

was an undeniable rejection by the voters of the neo-liberal to the enormous expectations created by Lula’s election, pre-
supposes an interruption of usurious financial flows; a con-policies of globalization imposed by President Fernando He-

nrique Cardoso during his eight years of government. This frontation with the policies of globalization; a return to protec-
tionism; at the same time that it will be imperative to controltragic period could be summed up by the fact that public

assets, physical and financial, and national income, both pub- the mass of Jacobins of various ideological shades who are in
much of the structure Lula’s own political party.lic and private, were totally enslaved to the world financial
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But, instead of this, the new government has the illusion Military policy will be one of the key areas in which the
true nature of the government will be determined, becausethat a continuity in the prevaling monetary, financial, and

fiscal policies, will give it the economic and international President Lula will have to define what his policy will be
toward narco-terrorism, the sovereignty of the Amazon re-political space to govern, and afterward, it will attempt a

change in policy. As part of this plan to buy time, the govern- gion (especially in the face of foreign interventions from the
complex of environmentalist and indigenist NGOs), and thement launched a social program which promises to end the

scourge of hunger, but without going to the roots of what is Armed Forces’ programs for developing the most advanced
technologies.producing hunger and misery in Brazil. Symptomatic of this

situation, is the announcment by Finance Minister Palocci It is important to note that the new government is consid-
ering contining to use the Armed Forces in various social andthat he will continue the IMF’s policy of fiscal austerity, alleg-

edly in order to finance the government’s “Zero Hunger” economic programs, in which the Armed Forces have always
participated. For example, the idea has been presented that theprogram.

The international financial oligarchy, aware of the nature Army’s engineering battalions could lead an effort to rebuild
infrastructure and transportation logistics throughout the na-of the crossroads facing the Lula government, has opted not

to force an immediate financial confrontation, as it has done tional territory, which could mean the modernization and
expansion of the already traditional engineering corps. Butwith Argentina. The first quarter of 2003 will be a period

of tremendous political pressure, but the conditions will be this canot mean doing away with the Armed Forcs’ fundamen-
tal role of defending the country’s full sovereignty, as hascreated for Brazil to be able to continue refinancing its debt.

But by April and May, vast payments on the debt will be been the intention of both currents of the globalization
lobby—neo-liberal and leftist.coming due, which could very likely lead to an explosion such

as that which occurred in Argentina a year ago. Despite the enormous expectations and vast popular
hopes created by Lula’s election, for the moment, this is where
the matter presently stands.The Institutions of Government

Outside the political dynamic imposed by the world of
globalization, within the Lula government there are institu-
tional sectors that represent the defense of the legitimate na-
tional interests in the areas of agriculture and industry, and in
foreign and military policy. With regard to these, the Lula ‘Noösphere in Action’
government has opted to give institutional continuity to the
South American integration initiative, begun in September In Egypt’s Desert
2000 after the total failure of the so-called Millennium Round
trade negotiations in Seattle, Washington. It is clear that For- by Hussein Askary
eign Minister Celso Amorin, along with the Foreign Minis-
try’s General Secretary Samuel Pinheiro Guimarães, are rep-

A move of human civilization from the Nile Valley to Egypt’sresentatives of an independent foreign policy, with clear
reservations about the Free Trade Area of the Americas western desert was begun, when President Hosni Mubarak on

Jan. 12 inaugurated the biggest water-pumping station in the(FTAA). This group seeks to strengthen the political alliance
with Argentina and the Mercosur group of nations, as the Middle East—and probably the world. Mubarak put into op-

eration the first stage of the Toshka Project, and the beginningmotor of South American integration, and to open relations
with the strategic Eurasian triangle—Russia, China, and In- of comprehensive development in the southern valley, now

called the New Valley.dia—as well as with South Africa.
Brazil’s diplomatic initiative toward Venezuela, seeking This project, in the works for years, consists of moving

large amounts of Nile River water in Lake Nasser behind theto break the scenario of conflict between the demented radi-
calism of President Hugo Chávez, and the intransigence of Aswan Dam, into the desert west of the lake, and up northward

parallel to the Nile River Valley, to build new agro-industrialopposition leaders backed by Washington, reflects this inten-
tion to maintain an independent foreign policy. centers and cities. In ten years, the population of this new

region is estimated to reach 3 million. According to one Egyp-This same approach was taken in the choice of Ambassa-
dor José Viegas Filho as Defense Minister, a choice which, tian television commentator, “This is the first time in known

history, that Egyptian civilization has made a major movedespite some pockets of resistance, has thus far avoided a
politicization of defense policies. Lula took care to choose outside of the Nile Valley.” Almost 70 million Egyptians live

in a narrow strip along the Nile and in its northern Delta.the commanders of the three military forces with strict respect
for rank, with the purpose of avoiding any friction with the The first two units of the giant Mubarak pumping station

at Toshka will pump water from Lake Nasser into the SheikhArmed Forces.
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